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Pure Color Creme delivers predictable and true colour results,
with natural grey coverage. Also enhances shine and 
condition.

Oxypure developers are recomended for use with Pure 
Color Creme. Their conditioning base complements the 
overall colour outcome, enhancing the hair condition.

Oxypure developers are available in; 10vol, 20vol, 30vol & 
40vol.

Pure Color Creme key ingredients;

Biosaccharide gum base:

• delivers unique conditioning and protective properties.

• soothing and moisturising the scalp.

• conditioning and moisturising hair during the colouring 
processing.

A branched chain polymer;

• conditioning agent that does not build up in the hair.

• delivers excellent wet and dry combing.

• enhances colour stability.

The base also contains olive oil, coconut oil and other key
ingredients to further enhance the Pure Color Creme 
experience.

With anti-oxidants to enhance colour results and colour 
stability.

These ingredients deliver :

• soothing, calming and conditioning properties.

• moisturising and restructuring properties.

• improved manageability, shine and condition.

• anti-ageing properties to enhance strength and the long-term 
condition of the hair.

Pure Color Creme DOES NOT contain:

• p-Phenylenediamine (PPD).*

• ammonia.

The colouring system is based on the percentage of grey hair.

Naturals: deliver natural coverage on up to 100% white hair.

Bright naturals: deliver brilliant colour results, natural 
coverage on pigmented hair, with up to 50% white hair. When 
applied on hair that is more than 50% white, more intense 
colour results are obtained.

Cools: ultimate cool shades that perfectly neutralize warmth 
from pigmented hair, with up to 25% white hair.

Brights: deliver vibrant colour results on pigmented hair with 
up to 25% white hair. When applied on hair that is more than 
25% white, more intense colour results are obtained.



They stay on the hair until the first shampoo. These products, of 
a high molecular weight, do not penetrate into the hair fiber; 
they stay on the surface.

These colors are resistant to several shampoos. They consist of 
dyes composed of small molecules that are deposited in the 
scales and inside the hair.

They resist washing, light, time, .... The color is only revealed once 
applied to the hair thanks to oxidation reactions (the use of an 
oxidant is essential). It is during these last reactions that the dyes 
reach the cortex and thus permanently modify the natural color 
of the hair.

TEMPORARY

SEMI-PERMANENT

PERMANENT

PERMANENT HAIR DYES, also known as OXIDATION 
DYES, are among the most requested services by 
customers. They represent 80% of salon coloring work.

With this booklet, you will find the solution to every 
question from "the wonderful world of colors". Impossible 
to succeed in coloring without becoming familiar with 
the "Law of Colors": it simplifies the answer to the 
question.

IT IS POSSIBLE TO CLASSIFY THE COLORS INTO 3 GROUPS ACCORDING
 TO THEIR RESISTANCE OVER TIME:

OUR GOAL: CHANGE AND IMPROVE THE IMAGE OF 
YOUR CUSTOMERS BY PROVIDING THE COLOR 

THAT MATCHES THEIR PERSONALITY.



 blue (ash)

green (mat ash)

yellow (golden)

orange (copper)

 orange red (mahogany)

red

 purple (pearl)

YELLOW
BLUE
RED

cannot be formed from mixtures 
of other colors

1. PRIMARY COLORS :

YELLOW + BLUE = GREEN
BLUE + RED = PURPLE
RED + YELLOW = ORANGE

achieved by combining equal portions
of two primary colors

2. SECONDARY COLORS :

YELLOW + ORANGE
RED + ORANGE
RED + PURPLE
BLUE + PURPLE
BLUE + GREEN
YELLOW + GREEN

achieved by combining equal portions
of primary and secondary colors

3. TERTIARY COLORS :

THE SPECTRUM OF COLORS



Working with colorists, we concluded that describing the intensity of nuances in terms of "LEVELS" 
was the easiest way to understand pitch.

Hence the importance of thinking in "LEVELS" as much as color.

The colors "PURE COLOR" are spread over 10 levels:

This scale is very important. This is the basis for finding the 
natural level: 
We must first compare a natural color strand from the color 
chart Pure Color with the color of the client at the vertex 
(upper back of the skull). How do the eyes see 

colors?

Most people do not 
perceive colors the same 
way. The perception of 
colors is subjective, since 
i t  i s  t h e  c e r e b r a l  
interpretation of the light 
signals.
In addition, there is no way 
to know exactly if the same 
colors seen by one 
individual are as vivid as 
t hose  pe rce i ved  by  
another.

NIVEAU DENOMINATION

WORKING WITH LEVELS

This step will determine the oxidant to use, which essential to achieve a 
result that meets the customer's wishes.
Respecting the categories of the color chart is essential to offer the final 
client a satisfactory result. The color chart divides the hues into three 
groups:
- No grey hair (<25%):
A proportion of bright colors can be used (see right page of the color chart)
- Little grey hair (<50%):
A mixture with bright colors is possible but in limited proportions only (two 
centimeters of cream, see middle page of the color chart)
- Large portion of grey hair (up to 100%):
It is strongly recommended to give priority to the basic natural shades (see 
left page of the color chart)

NOTE: in order to maximize the coverage, do not hesitate to use a basic 
shade of a tone lower than the desired result

Lightest blond

Extra light blond

Very light blond

Light Blond

Blond

Dark blond

Light brown

Brown

Dark brown

Black



INSTRUCTION FOR USE OF PURE COLOR

Use the Pure Color Creme swatch book as a guide to;

• establish the percentage of pigmented versus 
unpigmented hair.

• use the blend finder swatches as a guide to determine
the percentage of white hair.

• use the base natural shade swatches 1 through 10 to establish
the level of both natural hair colour and the existing colour.

• establish the condition and porosity of the hair.

• establish the depth and tone of your target shade.

• evaluate the lightening power of your chosen shade.

Pure Color Creme is a balanced hair colour system. For example
when you mix a 5 and a 7 in equal proportions you will create 6,
the middle level is obtained.

Choice of developer

Establish the degree of lightening required and evaluate the lifting power
of the chosen colour or shade.

Oxypure 10vol developer: when colouring darker or to the same level.

Oxypure 20vol developer: to obtain one to two levels lift, or to
obtain maximum coverage on grey hair.

Oxypure 30vol developer: to obtain up to three levels of lift, or
when using bright reds / coppers on natural levels 3 - 6 to increase
their warmth.

Oxypure 40vol developer: to obtain maximum lift up to four levels.



Mixing

Pure Color Creme is presented in a 100g tube

Standard mix for all shades is 1 + 1
(except for Lightest Blonde 1 1 see below)

In a plastic bowl, mix equal parts ( 1+ 1 ) of Pure Color Creme
permanent cream hair colour, and Oxypure 10, 20, 30 or 40
developer; (eg. 50g Pure Color Creme + 50g Oxypure)

Lightest Blonde 11:
Mix in a plastic bowl, (1 +2) 1 part Pure Color Creme permanent
cream hair colour 11, and 2 parts of Oxypure 30 or 40 developer;
(eg. 25g Pure Color Creme level 11 + 50g Oxypure) when you
require maximum lift.

Processing times

Standard:
30 minutes for normal development and when lightening up to two
levels lift and coverage of white hair.

For maximum coverage on resistant and coarse white hair
On high % of white & very resistant grey hair extend the
development time to 45 minutes.

Lightest Blonde level 11
45 minutes or longer as required, maximum development time
55 minutes.



ENHANCE GREY COVERAGE

Naturals: Deliver natural coverage on up to 100% white
Bright naturals: Deliver brilliant colour results, natural coverage on pigmented hair with up to 50% white. 
When applied on hair that is more than 50% white, more intense colour results are obtained.
Cools: Ultimate cool shades that perfectly minimize warmth from pigmented hair, with up to 25% white.
Brights: deliver vibrant colour results on pigmented hair with up to 25% white hair When applied on  hair 
that is more than 25% white, more intense colour results are obtained.

Choice of developer:
 When colouring to the same level or darker mix your chosen colour with 20vol Oxypure developer as this 
will maximize pigment deposit. 

Accuracy and consistency of results :
For accuracy of mix and consistent results we recommend that you used digital scales (grams) to measure 
colour product and developer. The mix ratio for Pure Color Creme is equal parts colour to developer. 

Each 100g tube contains two applications of  50g colour + 50g Oxypure developer
 Mix ratio conversion based on 50g mix; 1+1
Conversion ¼ 'S to Grams
¼ =12.5g,  ½ = 25g,  ¾ =37.5g
1/3 = 16.6g, 2/3 = 33.3g

All formula suggestions below are stated in Grams

Processing times : 
Standard: 30 minutes normal development time when lightening up to two levels and coverage on white 
hair.
 For maximum coverage on resistant and coarse white hair
On high % of white & resistant grey hair extend the development time to 45 minutes

As Pure Color is an ammonia and PPD free colour do not use added heat to reduce 
development time or enhance grey coverage as it may cause scalp irritation and 
reduce the condition of the hair.

We recommend that you cover you client's hair with film wrap and a towel to retain 
natural body heat and process for up to 45min. This will maximize colour deposit 
and improve grey coverage.



To maximize grey coverage :

When using The Naturals and the .03, .04, .06 & .035 on page 1 of the chart they deliver natural coverage 
on up to 100% white hair.

When using Bright Naturals shades from page 2 of the chart on more than 50% white hair
Bright naturals .3, .4, .6 & .64's 
It is recommended that they be mixed with their corresponding base shade.
e.g. Target shade 5.64 mix with 5:  mix  ratio  25g 5.64 + 25g 5

or 

When you wish to maintain the maximum tone mix with a shade containing the corresponding tone from 
the Neutrals page 1,
e.g. 5.64 with 5.06 :  mix ratio  50g 5.64 + 25g  5.06

When using Cools and Brights from page 3 of the chart;
Ash shades .1  to maximise grey coverage we recommend mixing with the corresponding base shade.
e.g. 8.1 with 8:  mix ratio  25g 8.1 + 25g 8

Brights 
It is recommended that they be mixed with their corresponding base shade. 
e.g. 7 with 7.40 : mix ratio  37.5g 7.40 + 12.5g 7

or

When you wish to maintain the maximum tone mix with the corresponding tone from the Neutrals page 
One e.g.  7.40 with 6.04  mix ratio  37.5g 7.40 +  12.5g 6.04 
To maximise coverage when using lighter base shades
To maximise grey coverage when using base shades level 7 and lighter  on resistant grey hair

or 

On higher percentages of grey (60% or more)  coverage can be enhanced by mixing your target 
level  with the next darkest shade.  E.g. your target level 8 mix with 7.
e.g.  Mix  25g 8 + 25g 7  + 50g 20vol Oxypure

Grey coverage when using base shades can also be enhanced by adding a shade containing .3 gold tone to 
your mix.
e.g. target level  9 mix with 8.03
mix ration 25g  9 + 25g 8.03 + 50g  20vol if greater coverage is desired.

Note: it is recommended that you check for coverage at 30min, and if necessary extend 
development time to 45min for maximum coverage.



REF N° COL.

71300001 1 BLACK

71300003 3 DARK BROWN

71300004 4 BROWN

71300005 5 LIGHT BROWN

71300006 6 DARK BLOND

71300007 7 BLOND

71300008 8 LIGHT BLOND

71300009 9 VERY LIGHT BLOND

71300010 10 EXTRA LIGHT BLOND

71300011 11 LIGHTEST BLOND

71300024 4.03 SOFT GOLDEN BROWN

71300026 6.03 SOFT GOLDEN  DARK BLOND

71300028 8.03 SOFT GOLDEN LIGHT BLOND

71300030 10.03 SOFT GOLDEN EXTRA LIGHT BLOND

71300034 4.04 SOFT COPPER BROWN

71300036 6.04 SOFT COPPER DARK BLOND

71300038 8.04 SOFT COPPER LIGHT  BLOND

71300043 3.06 SOFT RED DARK  BROWN

71300045 5.06 SOFT RED LIGHT BROWN

71300066 6.3 GOLD DARK BLOND

71300068 8.3 GOLD LIGHT BLOND

71300070 10.3 GOLD EXTRA LIGHT BLOND

71300085 5.4 COPPER LIGHT BROWN

71300087 7.4 COPPER BLOND

71300095 5.64 RED COPPER LIGHT BROWN

71300097 7.64 RED COPPER BLOND

71300104 4.6 RED BROWN

71300106 6.6 RED DARK BLOND

71300124 4.1 ASH BROWN

71300126 6.1 DARK ASH BLOND

71300128 8.1 LIGHT ASH BLOND

71300130 10.1 LlGHT ASH EXTRA  BLOND

71300136 6.220 INTENSE TRUE VIOLET DARK BLOND

71300155 5.40 INTENSE COPPER LIGHT BROWN

71300157 7.40 INTENSE COPPER BLOND

71300176 6.640 INTENSE RED COPPER DARK  BLOND

71300184 4.60 INTENSE RED BROWN

71300186 6.60 INTENSE RED DARK BLOND

71300196 6.620 INTENSE RED VIOLET DARK  BLOND

71300215 5.035 SOFT GOLDEN MAHOGANY LIGHT BROWN

71300217 7.035 SOFT GOLDEN MAHOGANY BLOND

LIST OF PURE COLOR CREME SHADES



with olive oil

coconut oil
&

with olive oil

coconut oil
&



www.pure-elements.be

@pure_elementshair

Pure Elements
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